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DYNAMIC MEMORY MANAGEMENT



that the clock signal is supplied to the dynamic memory only



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca



when needed for a read, write, or refresh of the dynamic memory. In another broad respect, the present invention is directed to a device comprising a plurality of dynamic memories, wherein each dynamic memory must be refreshed to avoid



tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



loss of its stored information, and wherein each dynamic memory is adapted to be used in one of at least two device



BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



modes, the device modes being (a) power up mode and (b) power down mode; and a clock signal; wherein each dynamic memory is adapted to undergo read, write, and refresh cycles



1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to the ?eld of dynamic memory management. In particular, the present invention



responsively to the clock signal; wherein a dynamic memory undergoing a read or write cycle is in an active mode; wherein information is allocated among the dynamic memories to



relates to hardware and software methods to manage the use



create a tendency for related information to be stored on a



of dynamic memory in devices requiring low power con sumption, such as battery-powered devices. 2. Description of Related Art Battery-powered electronic devices such as digital music



players and digital cameras typically require signi?cant infor mation storage capacity, and must maintain information dur ing periods of time when the device is in a powered down state. Current battery-powered electronic devices address these needs with various forms of non-volatile memory, such as solid-state ?ash memory, hard drives, ?oppy disks, etc. These memory systems however, typically are either very expensive or require too much power to make them viable for



single dynamic memory to the extent possible; and whereby other dynamic memories can be used in an active mode while a dynamic memory is in an inactive mode.



In another broad respect, the present invention is directed 20



25



drives and ?oppy disks are inexpensive on a cost per mega



memory is adapted to be used in one of at least two device 30



Volatile memory has not been considered a viable solution



because of the high power consumption rate typically asso ciated with the need for constant power to maintain informa



35



tion reliably. In an effort to improve storage capacity in battery-powered devices, it is therefore desirable to provide a memory system that has a low power consumption rate and a high information storage capacity. It is furthermore desirable to have a system with a high degree of information reliability. It is furthermore desirable to have an inexpensive system for storing informa



40



signal causing the dynamic memory to undergo a write cycle prevents occurrence of a refresh cycle. 45



50



55



number of volatile memory chips needed to store a given set



of information. Further, the present invention provides a method for determining a minimal refresh rate to reliably maintain information on volatile memory chips during 60



In one broad respect, the present invention is directed to a



device comprising a dynamic memory and a clock signal, wherein the dynamic memory is adapted to store information, the dynamic memory must be refreshed to avoid loss of its



stored information, and the dynamic memory is adapted to



undergo read, write, and refresh cycles responsively to the clock signal, and the clock signal need not be periodic, such



In another broad respect, the present invention is directed to a device comprising a processor, a plurality of volatile memories adapted to store information and that must be refreshed at at least a minimum refresh rate to avoid loss of its



frequency of accesses to volatile memory stored in battery



accesses.



the a determined minimum refresh rate; wherein a clock



signal causing the dynamic memory to undergo a read cycle



The present invention provides hardware and software



powered devices. Further, the present invention provides a method for partitioning volatile memory chips to reduce the



rate of the clock signal causes the dynamic memory to be refreshed at approximately a determined minimum refresh rate. In another embodiment, a determined minimum refresh rate corresponds to a normal operating temperature range. In other embodiments, when the dynamic memory is used in a



prevents occurrence of a refresh cycle; and wherein a clock



solutions to enable volatile memory to replace non-volatile



memory in battery-powered devices. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention provides a method for reducing the supply voltage and reducing the



modes, the at least two device modes comprising (a) power up mode and (b) power down mode; and wherein, when the dynamic memory is used in a device power down mode, the



device power up mode, the actuation rate of the clock signal causes the dynamic memory to be refreshed at approximately



tion reliably. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



adapted to store information, and a program adapted to be executed by the processor to determine the minimum refresh rate for the dynamic memory, wherein the dynamic memory must be refreshed at at least the determined minimum refresh rate to avoid loss of stored information. In one embodiment, the device further comprises a clock signal, wherein the



dynamic memory is adapted to undergo a refresh cycle responsively to the clock signal; wherein the dynamic



inexpensive battery-powered devices. For example, hard byte basis, but are both bulky and require large amounts of power. Flash memory is expensive, but is compact and reli able.



to a device comprising a processor, a dynamic memory



65



stored information; a clock signal, wherein each dynamic memory is adapted to undergo read, write, or refresh cycles responsively to the receiving clock signal, wherein the clock signal need not be periodic, such that the clock signal is supplied to the dynamic memory only when needed for a read, write, or refresh of the dynamic memory; and a program adapted to be executed by the processor to determine the minimum refresh rate for each dynamic memory; wherein the plurality of dynamic memories are adapted to be used in one of at least two device modes, the device modes comprising (a) power up mode and (b) power down mode; wherein a volatile memory undergoing a read or write cycle is being used in an active mode; wherein the processor allocates storage of infor mation among the volatile memories to create a tendency for related information to be stored on a particular dynamic memory to the extent possible, whereby other volatile memo ries can be used an inactive mode while the particular dynamic memory is used in an active mode. In some embodi ments, the device further comprises a computing device
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including a secondary memory, wherein each dynamic



refresh rate of at least the determined minimum refresh rate;



memory is adapted to be in communication with the second ary memory, such that the stored information of each dynamic



memory, responsively to receiving the clock signal; and actu



executing a refresh cycle, thereby refreshing the dynamic ating the clock signal suf?ciently frequently such that the



memory can be backed up on the secondary memory; and such that backed up information on the secondary memory can be restored from the secondary memory. In one embodi



dynamic memory is refreshed at a refresh rate of at least the



minimum determined refresh rate. In other embodiments, the



step of actuating the clock signal suf?ciently frequently such



ment, a constant voltage is supplied to each dynamic memory. In other embodiments, the device further comprises a refresh circuit that generates a square wave; and when the dynamic memory is in an inactive mode, the clock signal is responsive



that the dynamic memory is refreshed at a refresh rate of at least the determined minimum refresh rate comprises actuat



ing the clock signal suf?ciently frequently such that the dynamic memory is refreshed at a refresh rate of approxi mately the determined minimum refresh rate so long as the dynamic memory is in an inactive mode. In another embodi



to the refresh circuit’s square wave. In another embodiment,



the device further comprises resistor pull-ups and resister pull-downs, wherein the resistor pull-ups and resistor pull



ment, the step of testing the dynamic memory to empirically determine the minimum refresh rate comprises testing the dynamic memory to empirically determine the minimum



downs are con?gured to enable the dynamic memory to



undergo refresh cycles while the remainder of the device is in a powered down mode. In another embodiment the device further comprises a ?rst battery and a second battery, wherein the ?rst battery is adapted to provide suf?cient power to enable each of the plurality of volatile memories to undergo



refresh cycles and the second battery is adapted to provide



refresh rate with respect to a normal operating temperature range.



In another embodiment, the method further comprises the 20



suf?cient power to enable each of the plurality of volatile memories to undergo refresh cycles; and wherein loss of the stored information of each of the plurality of volatile memo



executing a write cycle on the dynamic memory responsively to receiving a write instruction and the clock signal, wherein executing a refresh cycle, to refresh the dynamic memory



ries is avoided so long as at least one of the batteries is



suf?ciently charged and engaged. In alternative embodi



25



responsively to receiving the clock signal comprises the step of executing a refresh cycle, to refresh the dynamic memory responsively to receiving the clock signal in the absence of the read instruction and absence of the write instruction; and



ments, the device further comprises a battery adapted to pro



vide, when suf?ciently charged and engaged, suf?cient power to enable each of the plurality of volatile memories to undergo



refresh cycles; wherein the battery is adapted to be recharged to be at least suf?ciently charged; and whereby loss of the



steps of executing a read cycle on a dynamic memory respon sively to receiving a read instruction and a clock signal;



actuating the clock signal asynchronously suf?ciently fre 30



stored information of each of the volatile memories is avoided



quently such that the dynamic memory does not lose its stored information.



so long as the battery is su?iciently charged and engaged. In



In another broad respect, the present invention is directed



another embodiment, a charge threshold is at least suf?cient



to a method comprising the steps of executing a read cycle on one of a plurality of dynamic memories responsively to receiving a read instruction and a clock signal; executing a write cycle on one of the plurality of dynamic memories responsively to receiving a write instruction and the clock



that the battery charged at the charge threshold would be suf?ciently charged; wherein the battery is adapted to have its charge determined and if the battery charge is less than the charge threshold, the device is powered down and the remain ing battery charge is utilized to avoid loss of the stored infor mation of the plurality of volatile memories. In another broad respect, the present invention is directed



35



40



to a method comprising the steps of executing a read cycle on a dynamic memory responsively to receiving a read instruc tion and a clock signal; executing a write cycle on the



dynamic memory responsively to receiving a write instruc tion and the clock signal; executing a refresh cycle, thereby refreshing the dynamic memory, responsively to receiving the clock signal, not receiving the read instruction, and not receiving the write instruction; and actuating the clock signal



45



In another broad respect, the present invention is directed to a method comprising the steps of evaluating relatedness of information to be allocated for storage among a plurality of volatile memories and storing the information among the plurality of volatile memories such that related information



dynamic memories are free from read locations and write locations than would tend to result from random allocation of



information for storage among the plurality of dynamic 50



write locations among the plurality of dynamic memories; refresh rate of at least a minimum refresh rate determined 55



ries, whereby dynamic memory reads and writes tend to cluster among the plurality of volatile memories, thereby tending to leave a greater number of the plurality of volatile



empirically from testing; and actuating the clock signal suf ?ciently frequently such that the dynamic memory is refreshed at a refresh rate of at least the determined minimum refresh rate. In other embodiments, the method further com



prises the step of backing up content of the dynamic memo 60



ries onto a secondary memory such that the backed up content



can subsequently be restored from the secondary memory. In



plurality of volatile memories. In another broad respect, the present invention is directed to a method comprising the steps of: testing a dynamic memory to empirically determine a minimum refresh rate, wherein information stored on the dynamic memory will not be lost if and only if the dynamic memory is refreshed at a



memories, due to the tendency to cluster read locations and wherein information stored on the dynamic memory will not be lost if and only if the dynamic memory is refreshed at a



tends to be stored on a minimal number of the volatile memo



memories free from reads and writes than wouldtend to result from random allocation of information for storage among the



tends to be stored on a minimal number of the dynamic



memories; whereby a greater number of the plurality of



asynchronously suf?ciently frequently such that the dynamic memory does not lose its stored information.



signal; executing a refresh cycle, thereby refreshing at least one of the plurality of dynamic memories, responsively to receiving the clock signal, not receiving the read instruction, and not receiving the write instruction; evaluating relatedness of information to be allocated for storage among the plurality of dynamic memories; storing the information among the plurality of dynamic memories such that related information



another embodiment, the method further comprises supply ing to each dynamic memory a constant voltage. In another embodiment, the method further comprises the step of gen 65



erating a square wave with a refresh circuit, when at least one



of the plurality of dynamic memories is in an inactive mode, providing the clock signal to each dynamic memory in an
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inactive mode responsively to the square wave such that each dynamic memory in an inactive mode is refreshed suf?ciently to avoid loss of stored information. In another embodiment,



claimed, is not limited to any particular type of volatile memory. Due to the use of SDRAM memory chips in per



sonal computers, this memory type is available in high vol



the method further comprises the step of con?guring (using resistor pull-ups and resistor pull-downs) each dynamic



umes at low cost. In order for SDRAM to be considered a



memory in an inactive mode to enable dynamic memory to



?ash memory, SDRAM memory must have information stor age integrity as reliable as ?ash memory. However, since SDRAM memory is a volatile memory, stored information is lost when power is removed. Additionally, since SDRAM is a



viable replacement for non-volatile memory systems such as



undergo refresh cycles while other components operably con nected to the dynamic memory are in a powered down mode.



In another embodiment, the method comprises the steps of determining the charge of a ?rst battery and a second battery such that if the ?rst battery contains suf?cient charge and is engaged, providing power to execute refresh cycles using the ?rst battery; or if the ?rst battery lacks suf?cient charge and the second battery contains suf?cient charge and is engaged, providing power to execute refresh cycles using the second battery; or if the ?rst battery is not engaged and the second



dynamic memory, it must be refreshed periodically to main tain the integrity and reliability of the stored information. Using volatile memory with current operating parameters has been unsuccessful because the processes used by the battery powered device consume power at a maximum level. By



battery contains suf?cient charge and is engaged, providing



utiliZing unique features to reduce the power consumption rate for certain processes used by the device, the present invention is able to extend the battery life while maintaining



power to execute refresh cycles using the second battery. In another embodiment, the method further comprises the steps of providing power to execute refresh cycles using a ?rst



reliable information in SDRAM memory. The term “active mode” is used in this document to refer to a memory chip state in which the memory chip is accessed to



20



battery and determining the charge of the ?rst battery, such



perform read, write, and refresh cycles. The term “inactive



that if the charge of the ?rst battery falls below a charge threshold which is greater than a suf?cient charge to provide power to execute refresh cycles, recharging the ?rst battery. In



mode” is used in this document to refer to a memory chip state



another embodiment, the method further comprises provid ing power to execute refresh cycles using a ?rst battery and determining the charge of the ?rst battery; wherein if the charge of the ?rst battery falls below a charge threshold, wherein the charge threshold is greater than a suf?cient charge to provide power to execute refresh cycles, powering



25



used in this document to refer to the state of a memory chip on which no information is stored, and power may still be sup plied but no read, write, or refresh operations occur.



The terms “power up” and “power down,” when used to 30



down the device that uses the dynamic memory and any



system operably connected thereto. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 35



The following drawings form part of the present speci?ca tion and are included to further demonstrate certain aspects of the present invention. The ?gures are not necessarily drawn to scale. The invention may be better understood by reference to one or more of these drawings in combination with the



40



45



50



55



volatile memory. The use of inexpensive volatile memory for the non-vola



60



and VCC is the battery voltage. In battery-powered devices using SDRAM technology, occurring. Ism?c is determined by the internal state of the chip and power supply voltage only. One advantage of SDRAM technology is the internal architecture of SDRAM chips allows reduced supply voltage to be provided to the chip resulting in very low static current consumption (typically



Ism?c


tile storage of information in battery-powered devices pro vides the power, size, and reliability advantages of non-vola tile memory, but reduces the cost. A cost-effective dynamic are also dynamic, and the scope of the present invention, as



where Itoml is the total current consumption, Imm-c is the cur rent consumption when power is applied to the chip with no other operations occurring, and I dynamic includes current con sumed for all accesses (read, write, and refresh cycles) and is proportional to fVCC, where f is the frequency of accesses,



Imm-c is generally used to refer to the current consumption when power is applied to the chip with no other operations



The present invention solves the shortcomings of previous battery-powered device information storage systems with methods and systems for storing information in volatile memory. The discussion throughout this application of “SDRAM” applies equivalently to other types of dynamic



Random Access Memory (SDRAM). Other types of DRAM



state of the device. The term “powered down” generally means power is supplied only to the elements necessary to reliably store information in volatile memory. Therefore, it is possible for a device to be in a powered up or powered down state independent of whether a memory chip is in an active, inactive, or powered down state. Battery life is dependent on the power consumption rate. With respect to reducing the power consumption rate, the battery life is related to the current consumption, and the current consumption for a battery-powered device may be I zozal’ I stalic+1dynamic>



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS



memory type currently available is Synchronous Dynamic



describe a device, are used in this document to refer to the



approximated by the equation



detailed description of speci?c embodiments presented herein. FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a battery-powered device incorporating SDRAM, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 shows a process ?ow for exploiting dynamic memory to minimize device power usage, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 3 shows a memory partitioning process, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.



in which information stored on the chip is refreshed, but read and write operations are not performed. In addition, the term “powered down,” when used to describe a memory chip is



65



The rate at which refresh cycles occur (the refresh rate) affects power consumption when the device is in power down modes. In embodiments of the present invention, the refresh rate to maintain memory in the SDRAM chips used when the device is in power down modes is reduced to a minimal refresh rate at a reduced supply voltage. In a preferred embodiment, once the battery-powered device is in a power down mode, power is used only to maintain memory, so the refresh rate is reduced to the lowest level possible based on
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the memory requirements. Resistor pullups and pull downs



ler 34, a host computer connection 36, and a SDRAM con



are used in the memory con?guration to enable the refresh cycles to occur while the remainder of the battery-powered



troller 38; and a constant power domain 40, including SDRAM memory chips 42 and an auto -refresh clock control ler 44.



device remains in a power down mode.



Power to the battery-powered system 10 is provided by either main battery 22 or backup battery 24, depending on the position of switch 25. For purposes of this document, the term



The term fVCC2 is used to generally refer to the power used by a chip in an active mode, and in particular, to the power



required to perform read, write, and refresh cycle operations. By reducing the supply voltage VCC to the SDRAM chips



“battery” is used to mean one or more batteries. If more than



during active modes, the total power consumption is reduced by a squared amount. Further by reducing the frequency of



one battery is used, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the batteries may be connected in series or parallel. Backup battery 24 is used to maintain power supply to the constant power domain 40 when main battery 22 is replaced,



accesses to the SDRAM chips during active modes, the total



power consumption is additionally reduced by a proportional amount. The term “frequency of accesses” refers to the prod uct of the number of times read, write, and refresh cycle



or any other short-term power supply is needed. In an alter



nate embodiment (not shown), main battery 22 is a recharge able-type battery and backup battery 24 is not installed. In such an embodiment, the power supply used to recharge main



operations are performed multiplied by the number of SDRAM chips affected by the read, write, and refresh cycle operations, during an active mode. There may be more than one active mode. For example, if a battery-powered device is temporarily connected to an electrical outlet in a house sup plying constant power, the SDRAM chips may be able to



battery 22 is further used to provide power to constant power domain 40. Power switch 25 may be mechanical or solid state 20



without departing in scope from the present invention. In some embodiments (not shown) used in cars, the battery



operate in a high-speed download mode, whereas if the



powered device 10 may derive constant power from the con



SDRAM chips are powered only by battery, the SDRAM chips may only be capable of operating in a low-speed (but



stant 12V battery supply and main battery supply from the ignition switched 12V supply. Switched power domain 30 contains a system controller



more energy ef?cient) download mode.



To increase life of the battery during active modes, the power usage rate is decreased by using chip partitioning during write operations, and the refresh rate is maintained at



25



34, system peripherals 32, a host computer connection 36,



30



and an SDRAM controller 38, all of whose power require ments are considered secondary to the power requirements of the constant power domain 40. The system controller 34 interacts with all elements in the switched power domain 3 0 to operate battery-powered device 10. As part of its processes, system controller 34 determines when elements not located in the constant power domain 40 must be powered down. If the system controller 34 deter mines the power level to be too low to maintain the current in



a minimal rate necessary to maintain memory. Chip partition



ing generally involves storing related pieces of information on the same chip to the greatest extent possible. By keeping related information on the same chip (as opposed to random



placement of information), the number of chips that contain information is also minimized. As the number of chips with information decreases, the number of chips in an active mode also decreases, therefore the power used for active mode operations also decreases. Additionally, the refresh rate is



35



mode until the power level rises above the threshold. When the device is in a powered up mode, the system controller 34



maintained at a minimal rate during active modes. It should be noted that the minimal refresh rate during an active mode may or may not be the same as a minimal refresh rate for other



active modes or for an inactive mode. For example, in some embodiments, the minimal refresh rate for an active mode is



40



45



instructions at a minimal rate, similar to the method used to refresh SDRAM memory chips 42 when device 10 is in a



powered down mode. The refresh cycle instructions may be



and inactive modes, embodiments of the present invention may automatically power down the device if the power supply



issued periodically or in bursts or groups, such that each internal row of SDRAM memory is refreshed to avoid memory loss.



level provided by the battery drops below a speci?ed thresh old. If this occurs, the remaining power is used to maintain



memory functions until the battery is replaced or recharged. In a preferred embodiment, whenever the battery-powered



generates an asynchronous clock signal to issue read, write, and refresh cycle instructions. The system controller 34 issues the clock signals required for each instruction and does not issue clock signals when the device 10 is in a powered down mode. The system controller 34 issues refresh cycle



higher than the minimal refresh rate for an inactive mode



because the write and read functions performed by the system controller interrupt the refresh cycles. In addition to minimiZing the refresh rates for both active



the battery-powered device 10, all elements in the switched power domain 30 are switched to a powered down or inactive



50



device is in a powered up mode, a system controller is con



stantly monitoring the power level to determine when to power down the battery-powered device. When the system



The system peripherals 32 may include without limitation any device for interacting with battery-powered device 10, including a keypad, display, microphone, headphones, or a CCD array.



The host computer connection 36 connects the battery powered device 10 to a host computer to download ?les, music, or other information. Host computer connection 36 may be USB, Firewire, or any other connection without departing in scope from the present invention. The host com puter (not shown) may also be used as a backup system. In



controller determines the power level has dropped below a threshold, all elements necessary to maintain information are con?gured for a power down mode, and all elements unnec essary to maintain information are powered down. Unique features of the present invention are described in greater



55



detail in the discussion of the ?gures. With respect to FIG. 1, one embodiment of the present invention is shown that utilizes SDRAM technology to pro vide reliable memory using volatile memory devices. FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a battery powered device 10 comprising a power supply 20, including a main battery 22, a backup battery 24, and a voltage converter 26; a switched power domain 30 including system peripherals 32, a system control



60



some embodiments, the host computer saves a copy of the



65



information downloaded to battery-powered device 10, so that the contents of SDRAM memory chips 42 may be recov ered in the event of power loss in the battery-powered device 10. SDRAM controller 38 controls the interface to the



SDRAM chips 42 during active modes. SDRAM controller 38 issues read, write, and refresh cycle instructions as
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requested by the system controller 34. In some embodiments, SDRAM controller 38 issues read, write, and refresh cycle instructions using an asynchronous clocking scheme. SDRAM controller 38 also controls the active mode chip partitioning for storage of information. Although SDRAM



errors. This process may be repeated for multiple chips 42 refresh range for a normal operating temperature range. The



controller 38 and system controller 34 are shown as separate



tion process may be repeated for each battery-powered device



over multiple temperature ranges to determine a minimum



actual refresh rate may be higher by a speci?ed safety factor to provide a reliable refresh rate. The refresh rate determina



elements, all or portions of SDRAM controller 38 may be



10 to provide an even higher reliability for the information.



implemented in software depending on the capabilities of



Theoretical and test data shows that a refresh rate maintained at or above a minimum refresh rate does not result in infor mation loss over a normal operating temperature range.



system controller 34. In the event that the power level drops below a speci?ed threshold, SDRAM controller 38 may con



?gure SDRAM memory chips 42 for auto-refresh cycle



Since auto-refresh is employed while the device 10 is pow ered down, a refresh circuit 44 that is capable of issuing the



operations before system controller 34 powers down the switched power domain 30.



required refresh cycles remains powered up along with the



Constant power domain 40 contains one or more SDRAM



SDRAM memory chips 42. The SDRAM memory chips 42 perform an auto-refresh cycle when their input pins are prop erly con?gured and a clock signal is issued. Since the other logic in the battery-powered device 10 is powered down or in



memory chips 42 and auto-refresh clock controller, also referred to as a refresh circuit, 44. Auto-refresh clock control



ler 44 controls SDRAM memory chips 42 during periods in which switched power domain elements are powered down. In some embodiments, auto-refresh clock controller 44 may con?gure the one or more SDRAM memory chips 42 for



an inactive mode, the SDRAM pins are not being driven. 20



Therefore, the pins can be con?gured using resistor pin



auto-refresh commands using pin straps and may issue clock signals to initiate refresh cycles. In a preferred embodiment,



straps. The refresh circuit 44 must also generate a clock signal for the SDRAM memory chips 42. The clock signal may be



the clock signal rate and the refresh rate during device pow



generated using a square wave generator. The square wave generator can be designed to generate a ?xed or program



ered down states are constant and the clock is enabled/dis



abled by the SDRAM controller 38. However, the clock sig



25



mable frequency. Since the power consumed by the refresh circuit is also proportional to the frequency, the refresh circuit consumes very little power during inactive modes. During active modes, the refresh circuit is disabled and the system controller 34 (DSP) issues refresh cycles. On the transition



30



from active modes to inactive modes the system controller 34



nal rate may be adjustable so that the minimal refresh rate



may be determined for each battery-powered device 10. In device powered up states in some embodiments, the clock



signal is non-periodic or may be supplied only when read, write, or refresh cycle operations are required. A non-periodic clock signal enables the minimum number of clock signals to be issued, resulting in minimal power consumption. In a preferred embodiment, the active mode con?guration of the digital clock is asynchronous, non-periodic, and supplied to the SDRAM memory chips 42 only when read, write, or refresh cycle instructions are supplied to the system control ler 34. In this embodiment, active power consumption is reduced by reducing the number of times the memory chips



con?gures the SDRAM memory chips 42 to accept refresh cycles and then re-enables the refresh circuit. Now with respect to FIG. 2, a method is described for 35



instruction, a write instruction, or a refresh instruction has



42 are accessed.



The present invention uses unique features to maintain



40



memory in SDRAM memory chips 42 during device powered down modes. SDRAM manufacturers generally provide two methods for maintaining memory in SDRAM memory: self refresh and auto-refresh. In self-refresh, the SDRAM memory chip issues refresh cycle instructions to each internal



managing the power used by one embodiment of the present invention is described in greater detail. In step 110, the system controller 34 determines if a read



45



been received. If no instruction is received, the present inven tion waits in an inactive status 105 for a period of time before checking again for a read, write or refresh instruction 110. In the event that a read instruction has been received, the present invention switches to an active mode 112 and per forms the functions dictated by the read instruction 115. Once



the read instruction has been processed by the present inven tion, the system controller 34 determines in step 135 whether



row of memory in the device at a speci?ed time interval or



the memory has been refreshed at a rate of at least the deter



periodic rate. The self-refresh mode does not require infor mation from outside the SDRAM chip to maintain informa tion. In auto-refresh mode the SDRAM chip 42 relies on the external logic to issue the refresh cycles at a rate that is suf?cient to maintain the information. Although self-refresh



mined minimum refresh rate. If not, then in step 130, the memory is refreshed. Once the memory is refreshed, the system controller 34 checks for another read, write, or refresh 50



Similar to the process followed by the system controller 34



is simple to use the refresh rate at which it refreshes the internal memory is well above the minimal rate required to



maintain the information when the chip is not being used. When the battery-powered device 10 is powered down but SDRAM must be maintained, the use of self-refresh would consume too much power for reasonable battery life. How ever, in the auto-refresh mode in some embodiments of the present invention, the refresh rate can be reduced by a factor of 1000 or more resulting in a corresponding reduction in



cycle instruction 110. in response to a read instruction, a write instruction received



by the system controller 34 triggers the system to move from an inactive mode to an active mode 112 to perform the write 55



functions dictated by the write instruction 125. Once the write



instruction has been processed by the present invention, the system controller 34 determines in step 135 whether the memory has been refreshed at a rate of at least the determined 60



power consumption.



minimum refresh rate. If not, then in step 130, the memory is refreshed. Once the memory is refreshed, the system control ler 34 checks for another read, write, or refresh cycle instruc



The minimum refresh rate for the SDRAM memory chips 42 may be determined from test data generated for each



tion 110.



manufacturer’s SDRAM memory chips 42. For example,



ler 34 may also be a refresh instruction. In this situation, the



information may be downloaded to SDRAM memory chips 42 and refreshed at successively lower refresh rates. For each



successively lower refresh rate, the information is tested for



In step 110, the instruction received by the system control 65



system controller 34 performs a refresh cycle 130. Once the refresh cycle is completed, the system controller 34 checks for another read, write, or refresh cycle instruction 110.
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12 [and a clock signal supplied externally to the dynamic



As part of completing a write operation in step 125, the SDRAM controller 38 performs several functions collec tively referred to as chip partitioning. Chip partitioning tends



memories;] wherein each dynamic memory is adapted to undergo read, write, and refresh cycles [responsively to the clock sig



to reduce the number of chips on which information is stored,



effectively reducing the power consumption rate. Turning to



nal];



FIG. 3, as information is received by the SDRAM controller 38 in step 125A, the SDRAM controller 38 determines the relatedness of the various pieces of information in step 125B.



Chip partitioning provides a tendency to store related pieces



wherein one of the dynamic memories [undergoing] is con?gured to undergo a read or write cycle [is] when in the power up mode;



of information on the same chip to the greatest extent pos



[wherein information is allocated among the dynamic



sible. Also, the storage capacity of the SDRAM memory 42 is determined in step 125C to ?nd the optimum storage con?gu



memories to predispose the storage of related informa tion on one of the dynamic memories ;] wherein the clockcircuitry is con?gured to supply the clock



ration. Factors that may be included in the determination of



storage capacity include SDRAM memory con?guration, and size of an SDRAM chip 42. Determining the storage capacity of the SDRAM memory 42 may also include determining the



signal [is supplied] to the dynamic memories only when needed for a read or a write, and at least at the determined



refresh rate of the dynamic memories; and whereby other dynamic memories are con?gured to be in the power down mode while said one of the dynamic



minimum number of chips necessary to store all the informa tion received by the SDRAM controller 38. Once the neces sary information is determined, the information is stored in step 125D on the minimum number of SDRAM chips 42.



Chip partitioning results in fewer SDRAM memory chips being maintained in an active state, thereby reducing the power consumption for the system. As used throughout this application, the term “battery



memories is in the power up mode. 20



a processor;



a plurality of synchronous dynamic memories; a clock signal supplied externally to the dynamic memo



powered devices” includes devices requiring low power con



sumption, whether or not actually powered by batteries.



ries; 25



Any element in a claim that does not explicitly state “means for” performing a speci?ed function, or “step for” performing a speci?c function, is not to be interpreted as a “means” or “step” clause as speci?ed in 35 U.S.C. § 112,1l 6. In particular, the use of “step of” in the claims herein is not



intended to invoke the provision of 35 U.S.C. § 112, 1T 6.



mation; information; 30



It should be apparent from the foregoing that an invention



35



write cycle is in the power up mode; wherein the processor allocates storage of information among the dynamic memories to create a tendency for



incorporated by reference for background purposes and 40



dynamic memories are in the power down mode while said one of the dynamic memories is in the power up



a synchronous dynamic memory; a clock signal supplied externally to the dynamic memory;



mode; 45



ries only when needed for a read or a write, and at the



and wherein the processor determines the minimum 50



of the dynamic memory.] 2. A device comprising: 55



each dynamic memory is refreshed at a determined minimum refresh rate to avoid loss of associated stored



adapted to be used in one of at least two device modes, 60



6. The device according to [claim 3] claim 2, [further



external source; and



a refresh circuit;]



a controller con?gured to refresh each dynamic memory at



memories;



5. The device according to [claim 3] claim 2, wherein a constant voltage is supplied to each dynamic memory.



comprising:



is further adapted to receive a clock signal from an



a determined minimum refresh rate that is lower than a



a computing device including a secondary memory; wherein each dynamic memory is adapted to be in com munication with the secondary memory; such that the stored information of each dynamic memory can be backed up on the secondary memory; and such that backed up information on the secondary memory can be restored from the secondary memory.



information, and] wherein each dynamic memory is



self-refresh rate ofthe plural ity ofsynchronous dynamic



refresh rate for each dynamic memory.] 4. The device according to [claim 3] claim 2, further com



prising:



wherein the clock signal to the dynamic memory, in power up mode, only when needed for a read, write, or refresh



the device modes including (a) power up mode and (b) power down mode, and wherein each dynamic memory



wherein the clock signal is supplied to the dynamic memo



minimum refresh rate of the dynamic memories;



mation;



a plurality of synchronous dynamic memories, [wherein



related information to be stored on the said one of the



dynamic memories to the extent possible, whereby other



[1. A device comprising:



wherein the dynamic memory is adapted to undergo read, write, and refresh cycles responsively to the clock sig nal; and



nal; wherein one of the dynamic memories undergoing a read or



reference to the maximum extent allowable by law. To the extent a reference may not be fully incorporated herein, it is



wherein the dynamic memory is refreshed at a determined minimum refresh rate to avoid loss of its stored infor



wherein each dynamic memory is adapted to be used in one of at least two device modes, the device modes including



(a) power up mode and (b) power down mode; wherein each dynamic memory is adapted to undergo read, write, and refresh cycles responsively to the clock sig



invention is shown in only a few of its forms, it is not just limited to those forms but is susceptible to various changes



indicative of the knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the art. What is claimed is:



wherein each dynamic memory is adapted to store infor wherein each dynamic memory is refreshed at a deter mined minimum refresh rate to avoid loss of its stored



having signi?cant advantages has been provided. While the and modi?cations without departing from the spirit thereof. Any references cited in this document are incorporated by



[3. A device comprising:



wherein the refresh circuit generates a square wave; and 65



wherein, when the dynamic memory is used in a device power down mode, the clock signal is responsive to the refresh circuit’s square wave.
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wherein the clock signal is supplied to the dynamic



7. The device according to claim 6, further comprising:



resistor pull-ups; resister pull-downs; and



memory, in a power-down mode, at least at the deter



mined minimum refresh rate.]



wherein the resistor pull-ups and resistor pull-downs are 13. A method for refreshing a synchronous dynamic con?gured to enable the dynamic memory to undergo 5 memory in a power-down mode, the method comprising: refresh cycles while the remainder of the device is in a determining a minimum refresh rate at which the dynamic



powered down mode. 8. The device according to [claim 3] claim 2, further com



memory must be refreshed at to avoid loss of its stored



information, wherein the minimum refresh rate is less



prising:



than a self-refresh rate of the synchronous dynamic



a ?rst battery; a second battery;



memory;



supplying a clock signal externally to the dynamic memory at least at the determined minimum refresh rate; and



wherein the ?rst battery is adapted to provide suf?cient



executing a refresh cycle, thereby refreshing the dynamic memory, responsively to receiving the clock signal.



power to enable each of the plurality of dynamic memo



ries to undergo refresh cycles; wherein the second battery is adapted to provide suf?cient



14. An apparatus, comprising: a memory requiring refresh operations to prevent loss of stored data; a power source con?gured to provide powerfor the refresh operations and access operations of the memory; and



power to enable each of the plurality of dynamic memo



ries to undergo refresh cycles; and wherein loss of the stored information of each of the plu rality of dynamic memories is avoided so long as at least one of the batteries is suf?ciently charged and engaged. 9. The device according to [claim 3] claim 2, further com



20



periodically issue refresh commands to refresh the



prising:



memory at a determined minimum refresh rate,



a battery;



wherein the battery is adapted to provide, when suf?ciently charged and engaged, suf?cient power to enable each of the plurality of dynamic memories to undergo refresh



25



wherein the determined minimum refresh rate is lower than a self-refresh rate ofthe memory, and wherein the determined minimum refresh rate is selected to



prevent loss of data,



cycles;



issue non-periodic access commands to the memory,



wherein the battery is adapted to be recharged to be at least



and



suf?ciently charged; and whereby loss of the stored information of each of the dynamic memories is avoided so long as the battery is



a controller externalfrom and coupled to the memory and that is con?gured to:



issue clock signals to the memory only along with the 30



periodic refresh commands and the non-periodic access commands.



suf?ciently charged and engaged.



15. The apparatus ofclaim 1 4, further comprising a refresh



10. The device according to claim 9,



circuit con?gured to issue refresh signals to the memory at the



refresh rate, and wherein the controller is further con?gured



wherein a charge threshold is at least suf?cient that the



battery charged at the charge threshold would be suf?



ciently charged;



35



wherein the battery is adapted to have its charge deter



mined; wherein, if the battery charge is less than the charge thresh old, the device is powered down; and wherein the remaining battery charge is utilized to avoid loss of the stored information of the plurality of dynamic



40



memories.



11. A method for refreshing a synchronous dynamic memory [in a powerup mode], the method comprising: executing a read cycle on the dynamic memory respon



refresh signals are clock signals. 1 7. The apparatus ofclaim 16,further comprising resistor pin straps coupled to pins ofthe SDRAM and wherein the controller is con?gured to set the resistor pin straps to con



?gure the SDRAMfor the auto-refresh mode. 45



sively to receiving a read instruction and a clock signal; executing a write cycle on the dynamic memory respon sively to receiving a write instruction and the clock



18. The apparatus ofclaim 15, wherein the controller is further con?gured to reserve power to the refresh circuit and to the memory in response to the low-power level condition to maintain the stored data. 19. The apparatus ofclaim 18, wherein the memory com



signal; executing a refresh cycle, at a [determined] minimum



to detect a low-power level condition ofthe power source and to activate the refresh circuit in response to the low-power level condition. 16. The apparatus ofclaim 15, wherein the memory is a synchronous dynamic random access memory (SDRAZW) con ?gured to operate in an auto-refresh mode, and wherein the



50



refresh rate [thereby refreshing] to refresh the dynamic



prises multiple memory chips, and wherein the controller is



further con?gured to:



memory, [responsively] wherein the determined mini



receive data to be written to the memory; and



mum refresh rate is less than a self-refresh rate of the



write the received data to as few of the memory chips as



synchronous dynamic memory, wherein said executing is responsive to [receiving the clock signal,] not receiv ing a read instruction, and not receiving a write instruc



necessary to store the received data. 55



memory does not lose its stored information. 60



a synchronous dynamic memory; a clock signal supplied externally to the dynamic memory; wherein the dynamic memory is refreshed at a determined minimum refresh rate to avoid loss of its stored infor



mation; wherein the dynamic memory is adapted to undergo refresh cycles responsively to the clock signal; and



prises multiple memory chips, and wherein the controller is



further con?gured to:



tion; and actuating the clock signal only when executing a read, write or refresh cycle, [and] such that the dynamic



[12. A device comprising:



20. The apparatus ofclaim 14, wherein the memory com



65



place at least one ofthe memory chips into an inactive state requiring a reduced power level compared to an active state; and maintain at least another one of the remaining memory chips in the active state.



2]. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the power source comprises a battery. 22. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the power source comprises two batteries, wherein both batteries are indepen dently su?icient to power the memory to maintain the stored data.



US RE43,223 E 15 23. A method, comprising: powering, by one or more batteries, a synchronous



dynamic random access memory (SDRAZW) ofan appa ratus; issuing, by a controller that is external to the SDRAM non-periodic access commands to the SDRAM'



periodically issuing, by the controller, refresh commands to periodically refresh the SDRAM at a determining minimum refresh rate that is lower than a self-refresh



mode refresh rate of the SDRAM' and



only issuing, by the controller, clocksignals with the issued refresh operations and issued access commands.



24. The method ofclaim 23, further comprising: determining, by the controller, that an available power level ofthe one or more batteries is lower than a pre



determined minimum power level; in response to said determining, activating by the control ler a refresh circuit to issueperiodic clocksignals at the



16 reduced refresh rate to maintain data stored on the



SDRAM' and in response to said determining, disabling, by the control ler, all components of the apparatus other than the SDRAM and the refresh circuit. 25. The method ofclaim 23, wherein the SDRAMfurther



comprises multiple SDRAM chips, wherein the method fur ther comprises placing, by the controller, at least one of the SDRAM chips into an inactive mode requiring less power than an active mode and maintaining at least one other



SDRAM chip in the active mode. 26. The method ofclaim 23, wherein the access commands comprise at least one write command to write received data to



the SDRAM wherein the SDRAM comprises a plurality of SDRAM chips, and wherein the method further comprises determining relatedness of the received data and writing related data to one of the plurality of the SDRAM chips. *
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APPLICATION NO.



I 12/108221 : March 6, 2012 I Stimak 6t 8.1.



DATED 1NVENTOR(S)



Page 1 Ofl



It is certified that error appears in the above-identi?ed patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:



Title page, item (56), under “Other Publications”, in Column 2, Line 4, delete “Greec,” and insert -- Greece, --.



Title page, item (57), under “Abstract”, in Column 2, Line 7, delete “battery powered” and insert -- battery-powered --.



Column 11, line 51, in Claim I, delete “wherein the clock signal to the dynamic memory, in power” and insert -- wherein the clock signal is supplied to the dynamic memory, in a power --.



Column 12, lines 12-13, in Claim 2, delete “wherein the clock circuitry is con?gured to supply the clock signal [is supplied] to” and insert -- wherein the clock signal is supplied to --.



Column 12, lines 46-47, in Claim 3, delete “and at the minimum refresh rate of the dynamic memories;” and insert -- and at the determined minimum refresh rate of the dynamic memories; --.



Column 12, lines 61-64, in Claim 6, delete “claim 2, [further comprising: a refresh circuit;] wherein” and insert -- claim 2, further comprising: a refresh circuit; wherein --.



Column 13, line 44, in Claim 11, delete “memory [in a powerup mode], the” and insert -- memory in a powerup mode, the --.



Column 13, line 50, in Claim 11, delete “a [determined] minimum” and insert -- a determined minimum --.



Column 15, line 8, in Claim 23, delete “determining” and insert -- determined --.



Signed and Sealed this



David J. Kappos Director 0fthe United States Patent and Trademark O?ice
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2015 03 22 Newsletter March 22 2015.pdf 

... to the rights and means that would have raised them. from the imposed poverty and oppression. It was a crime of treason (punishable by death) to educate the ...
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2015 11 22 Newsletter November 22 2015.pdf 

Page 1 of 2. We pray for those who have died recently: Patrick Muldowney (Saggart). We extend our deepest sympathies. To her family and friends. Eternal rest grant unto her O Lord. And may perpetual light shine upon her. Parish Team. Clergy. Fr. Enda
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